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Misinformation Policy in Sub-Saharan Africa Peter Cunliffe-Jones 2021-06-01 Misinformation Policy in Sub-Saharan Africa is a
single volume containing two research reports by eight authors examining policy towards misinformation in Sub-Saharan Africa. The
volume first examines the teaching of ‘media literacy’ in state-run schools in seven Sub-Saharan African countries as of mid-2020,
as relates to misinformation. It explains the limited elements of media and information literacy (MIL) that are included in the curricula
in the seven countries studied and the elements of media literacy related to misinformation taught in schools in one province of
South Africa since January 2020. The authors propose six fields of knowledge and skills specific to misinformation that are required
in order to reduce students’ susceptibility to false and misleading claims. Identifying obstacles to the introduction and effective
teaching of misinformation literacy, the authors make five recommendations for the promotion of misinformation literacy in schools,
to reduce the harm misinformation causes. The second report in the volume examines changes made to laws and regulations
related to ‘false information’ in eleven countries across Sub-Saharan Africa 2016-2020 from Ethiopia to South Africa. By examining
the terms of such laws against what is known of misinformation types, drivers and effects, it assesses the likely effects of punitive
policies and those of more positive approaches that provide accountability in political debate by promoting access to accurate
information and corrective speech. In contrast to the effects described for most recent regulations relating to misinformation, the
report identifies ways in which legal and regulatory frameworks can be used to promote a healthier information environment.
Integrative Medicine and Rehabilitation, An Issue of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Clinics of North America, E-Book David X.

Cifu 2020-10-15 This issue of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Clinics, guest edited by Drs. David X. Cifu and Blessen C.
Eapen, will discuss a number of important topics in Integrative Medicine and Rehabilitation. This issue of one of four issues selected
each year by series Consulting Editor, Santos Martinez. Topics discussed in this issue include, but are not limited to: Acupuncture,
Role of Nutrition in the Rehabilitation Settings, Lifestyle Medicine, Performing Arts Medicine, Mindfulness Based Interventions,
Movement Based Therapies, Whole Medical Systems the Rehabilitation Setting, Autonomic Rehabilitation, Vitamins, Supplements,
Herbs and Essential Oils, Functional Medicine, and Pain University, among other topics.
Flames of Extinction John Pickrell 2021-03-01 Scientists estimate more than three billion native animals were killed or displaced
during Australia’s Black Summer bushfire season. Many species – the koala, regent honeyeater, glossy black-cockatoo, platypus –
are inching towards extinction at the hands of mega-blazes and the changing climate behind them. In Flames of Extinction, awardwinning science writer John Pickrell investigates the effects of the 2019–2020 bushfires on Australian wildlife and ecosystems.
Journeying across the firegrounds, Pickrell explores the stories of creatures that escaped the flames, the wildlife workers who
rescued them, and the conservationists, land managers, Aboriginal rangers, ecologists and firefighters on the frontline of the climate
catastrophe. He also reveals the radical new conservation methods being trialled to save as many species as possible from the very
precipice of extinction. ‘A carefully researched and deeply empathetic portrayal of the battle to save Australia’s precious wildlife as
we cook our planet. Fascinating and essential.’ — Gaia Vince, author of Adventures In the Anthropocene ‘Powerful and compelling,
Flames of Extinction should be read by all who cherish life on Earth.’ — Professor Chris Dickman, University of Sydney ‘The story of
Australia’s devastating holocaust and how we must stop it happening again. It’s up to us.’ — Robyn Williams
Joseph Ratzinger and the Future of African Theology Maurice Ashley Agbaw-Ebai 2021-12-27 This book engages the theology of
Joseph Ratzinger/Pope Benedict XVI in dialogue with African Catholic theological concerns and challenges. After an Introduction by
Matthew Levering arguing that African Catholic theology is an important resource for the whole Church, the book contains ten
chapters by African and non-African Catholic theologians. Paulinus Odozor investigates whether and, if so, how the God of Jesus
Christ stands in continuity with the God known to African Traditional Religions. Paul ?látúb?sún Àdajà addresses faith and reason in
light of the current African anthropological crisis. Tegha Nji and Valery Akoh connect Ratzinger’s idea of “pro-existence” with
traditional African understandings of solidarity. Jacob Phillips compares the theologies of Robert Cardinal Sarah and Joseph
Ratzinger/Benedict XVI. Dennis Kasule examines the requirements of a New Evangelization for Africa, in light of the case of
Uganda. Joseph Lugalambi proposes that the Catholic liturgies of Africa are in need of reform. Mary-Reginald N. Anibueze explores
the Eucharist as a socio-communitarian event. Emery de Gaál reflects upon Ratzinger/Benedict’s theology of inculturation. Joseph
Ogbonnaya treats Caritas in Veritate with a focus upon the case of Nigeria. Maurice Ashley Agbaw-Ebai meditates upon Ratzinger’s
understanding of political power.
A President's Daily Brief: Year 3 Micah Fisher-Kirshner

What was daily life under the Trump presidency really like?
An accessible ebook with short, thematic entries showing the corruption of the Trump presidency, A President’s Daily Brief, Year 3:
The Day-by-Day Lurch of Trump’s Norm-Breaking Presidency is the third in Micah Fisher-Kirshner’s series, representing the third
year of Trump’s time in power and the subversion that occurred. More than a compiled list of significant events that portray Trump
as the most corrupt American president, this digestible and scannable read of in-the-moment posts pulled from news outlets and
credible sources provides an intimate look at how the administration went about breaking the presidential norms on a daily basis.
Readers also will have access to citations to fact-check claims.
This quick read on a Trump presidency that started off with outrage and graduated to righteous indignation is a must-have for those
who enjoy history, politics, and government or simply want to read about the most notorious presidency in history.
Redefining Journalism in an Age of Technological Advancements, Changing Demographics, and Social Issues Johnson, Phylis
2022-03-18 As audiences are provided opportunities to experience the news through new technological advancements in the field,
the very nature of journalism and its conventions will likely be challenged. This book offers multiple perspectives on the future of
journalism by analyzing trends in technology and demographic shifts in audience composition through the next century. The book
draws upon recent research and speculations by top technological firms as well as leading science fiction writers to provide a
compelling portrait of how journalism may operate in next 20 to 40 years and beyond. The editors offer a groundbreaking view into
the future of news consumption and how it will impact newsgathering and reception across the world. The very nature of journalism
will likely be received and interpreted within unique communities through innovative and inclusive ways. This book explores the
challenges ahead for journalists and media producers in the near and distant futures. Moreover, as in-world journalists have sought
to inform and engage unique communities within the context of their worlds, real and virtual, issues relevant to the mainstream have
been played out in virtual culture. This book offers a first glance into a mediated future from a journalistic lens. Redefining
Journalism in an Age of Technological Advancements, Changing Demographics, and Social Issues investigates the impact of
emerging technologies in journalism and how audiences engage with these technologies and news content in innovative ways.
Identity and community are analyzed historically and culturally within the larger body of cultural and media studies. Covering topics
such as audience demographics, robotics, and immersive journalism, this book is a dynamic resource for journalists, sociologists,
politicians, students and educators of higher education, computer scientists, communications professionals, researchers, and
academicians.
The Failure of the Muslim Brotherhood in the Arab World Nawaf Obaid 2020-01-31 This book is an indispensable resource for

anyone looking to understand the Muslim Brotherhood, Qatar's role in promoting the group, and the ideological, social, and religious
factors that have led to its ultimate failure. The book begins by looking at the birth of the Muslim Brotherhood (MB) in 1928 in Egypt.
It then traces its ideology and expansion via the various affiliate organizations in the Arab world as well as its international presence
up to the present day. Throughout this historical analysis, evidence is presented linking the MB again and again to political violence
and a lack of a coherent policy. The book weaves into this history the influence of Qatari support, a clarification of the division
between true Salafism and the MB's radical ideology, an explanation of how Jamal Khashoggi was a living metaphor for this
misunderstanding, and the role the MB has played in various revolutionary movements throughout the Middle East. The book
concludes with a current geopolitical outlook on the MB itself and the Arab world in which it resides. The book is extensively
sourced with first-hand primary source quotes from numerous exclusive personal interviews conducted by the author, both with
experts on the subject and officials in the region. Provides a detailed account of the Muslim Brotherhood's history and its affiliates in
every relevant country Fully documents Qatar's support for the Muslim Brotherhood and the nature of the current boycott against it
led by Saudi Arabia Gives a novel perspective on the Muslim Brotherhood's ideology via a chapter-long discussion of Salafism
Offers a candid, personal look at Jamal Khashoggi's struggle with his loyalty to the Muslim Brotherhood (MB) and Saudi Arabia and
shows how this serves as a metaphor for the MB and its members
Always a Soldier Rob Smith 2020-07-21 Moonlight meets American Sniper in this groundbreaking memoir and political commentary
from a bold new voice in American politics. Before he became a war veteran and political analyst, he was a young black man who
enlisted in the U.S. Army right out of high school, survived the notoriously brutal Infantry basic training, and served while remaining
a closeted gay man to all but a few of his colleagues. At his first duty station, he finds himself in dangerous territory when the United
States declares war on Iraq; in fact, his unit was one of the first called in after the initial invasion. Rob's experience offers a groundlevel view of life on the front lines in the United States Army in an unforgettable coming-of-age story with a military twist. In addition
to his memoir, Always a Soldier highlights his thoughts on current hot-button political topics like the new crop of Black Republicans
and the escalating tactics of the LGBTQ community, announcing him as a voice in American politics that will be heard for years to
come.
American Fascism Brynn Tannehill 2021-04-20 Trump is out of the White House, but American democracy is on the ropes and
teetering on the brink of competitive authoritarianism controlled by theocrats and oligarchs. With its cherished institutions hobbled,
political norms trampled, guardrails severely damaged, and body politic divided by chasms of race and geography, can the U.S.
survive another administration dedicated to establishing de facto single party rule? In this compelling, comprehensive analysis,
Brynn Tannehill draws on her expertise in studying the collapse of weak democracies around the globe and her previous research
in law, political science, economics and right-wing populism to explain the trajectory of how we got here and the current threats we
face. Most importantly, she analyzes what the characteristics of fascism are, if they are applicable to the base of the GOP today,
and what that means for us should they succeed in establishing permanent minoritarian rule. American Fascism is a surgical

analysis of 250 years of struggle for democracy in America and a prescient prognosis of what’s to come if we do not heed
Tannehill’s warnings and advice.
Crimes of the Powerful Dawn Rothe 2022-05-27 As politicians and the media perpetuate the stereotype of the "common criminal,"
crimes committed by the powerful remain for the most part invisible or are reframed as a "bad decision" or a "rare mistake." This is
a topic that remains marginalized within the field of criminology and criminal justice, yet crimes of the powerful cause more harm,
perpetuate more inequalities, and result in more victimization than street crimes. Crimes of the Powerful: White-Collar Crime and
Beyond is the first textbook to bring together and show the symbiotic relationships between the related fields of state crime, whitecollar crime, corporate crime, financial crime and organized crime, and environmental crime. Dawn L. Rothe and David Kauzlarich
introduce the many types of crimes, their theoretical relevance, and issues surrounding regulations and social controls for crimes of
the powerful. Themes covered include: • media, culture, and the Hollywoodization of crimes of the powerful; • theoretical
understanding and the study of the crimes of the powerful; • typology of crimes of the powerful with examples and case studies; •
victims of the crimes of the powerful; • the regulation and resistance of elite crime. Fully updated and revised, the new edition
includes new chapters on occupational crime, crimes against the environment, and further coverage of representations of
resistance to crimes of the powerful in popular culture. An ideal introductory text for both undergraduate and postgraduate students
taking modules on the crimes of the powerful, white- collar crime, state crime, and green criminology, this text includes chapter
summaries, activities and discussion questions, and lists of additional resources including films, websites, regulatory agencies, and
additional readings.
Communicating the Climate Crisis Julia B Corbett 2021-02-15 Communicating the Climate Crisis lays out fresh directions and
strategies for creating a new story of hope through action--not as isolated and "guilty" consumers, but as social actors who use
emotional resilience, climate conversations, justice, and faith to break the current social inertia and create a desired future.
Donald Trump's New World Order T Hamid Al-Bayati 2020-10-15 Donald Trump's New World Order addresses U.S. foreign policy
initiatives under Mr. Trump's Presidency. In the book, Ambassador T. Hamid Al-Bayati warns and explains how President Trump's
foreign policy and trade war could lead to regional conflict and global wars.
Global Challenges and Strategic Disruptors in Asian Businesses and Economies Ordóñez de Pablos, Patricia 2020-09-25 Strategic
disruptors in companies and economies, including blockchain technology, big data, and artificial intelligence, can contribute to the
creation of new business opportunities, jobs, and growth. Research is needed on the impacts of these disruptors in Asia, as well as
analyses on new business ecosystems and policy implications. Global Challenges and Strategic Disruptors in Asian Businesses
and Economies presents a rich collection of chapters that explore and discuss the state of the art, emerging topics, challenges, and
success factors in business, big data, innovation, and technology in Asia. The book explores how the internet of things, big data,
and artificial intelligence can provide solutions for global challenges and companies. Including topics on digital economy, strategic
management, and information technologies, this book is ideal for managing directors, general managers, corporate heads of firms,

politicians, executives, entrepreneurs, academicians, decision makers, policymakers, researchers, and students looking to enhance
their understanding and collaboration in business, disruptive innovation, and technology in Asia.
Making the World Safe for Dictatorship Alexander Dukalskis 2021 Introduction : making the world safe for dictatorship --The
motivations behind authoritarian image management -- Mechanisms of authoritarian image management -- Selling dictatorship &
silencing dissent : a global snapshot -- Controlling critical messengers : foreign correspondents in China -- Promoting & controlling
the China dream : China's external propaganda and repression -- Projecting peace & prosperity : authoritarian image management
and RPF Rwanda -- coping with a post-Communist world : North Korea -- Conclusion : looking backward, forward, and inward -- PR
& lobbying data by authoritarian states in the United States, 2018-2019 -- Authoritarian actions abroad database (AAAD) Codebook - Version 5 (Sept. 2020) -- Pro-DPRK Groups with Internet Presences (as of November 2019).
China’s Belt and Road Initiative at Ten Robert E. Looney 2022-11-23 This volume assesses China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
as it approaches its tenth year in operation. The programme has gone through a difficult transition since its inception in 2013, with
an environment developing in a way utterly unanticipated by Chinese decision-makers. Despite pragmatic adjustments to the BRI,
the lack of a firm empirical base has impeded the BRI and led to its demise in many countries. With the accumulation of nearly ten
years of project and economic data, it is possible to make an in-depth assessment of the BRI. For this purpose, the study examines
the infrastructure component of the BRI in 39 countries, stretching from the Americas to Oceania and, finally, South Asia. The study
finds a strong relationship between a country’s progress in improved governance and the quality of its infrastructure. Countries that
have benefited from the BRI have simultaneously achieved progress in governance areas, such as the rule of law and control of
corruption. By not emphasizing improved governance structures, China condemns many of its partners to failure. Researchers,
students, and economic development specialists from Latin America to South Asia and Oceania will find this study a useful
departure from the volumes of anecdotal BRI assessments.
Government Issued Opinion Dennis F. Poindexter 2022-04-29 Intelligence services, businesses and governments use a sinister
methodology called an influence campaign to sway the core values of their own countries and others around the globe. This method
is used by many different types of world governments (including the U.S.) and can pervade many different sectors of public life.
Even seemingly powerful politicians are impacted by influence campaigns. While influence campaigns differ from political
campaigns or corporate advertising, they share similar characteristics. Both influence behavior by manipulating beliefs to produce
an outcome favorable to the campaign goal. This book explains the mechanisms of influence campaigns and how they affect policy
making, often in surprising ways. Chapters detail examples of influence campaigns waged by various governments throughout the
years and suggest how the public consciousness should deal with these strategies. As targets of these campaigns, citizens must
understand how our leaders use them for their own benefit.
Contemporary Cases in U.S. Foreign Policy Ralph Carter 2021-03-12 "The sixth edition begins with a brief introduction into foreign
policymaking and the case study approach. Thirteen original case studies written expressly for this edited volume then follow. The

cases deal with a wide range of policy areas: national security, homeland security, diplomacy, trade, immigration, epidemics,
climate change, and Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election"-Bombarded Cyrus Krohn 2020-10-10 Imagine an imminent America where citizens are bombarded with personalized political
messages from every smart device – yet information is so suspect, nobody can tell what the truth is. It means oceans of
disinformation engineered to sow false beliefs or simply disorient. The coronavirus pandemic provided a foretaste of an infuriating,
dystopian future. From the start Americans fought over the most basic facts of the crisis, from death tolls to quack cures to the
wisdom of stay-at-home orders. The splintered digital infosphere bred confusion and delusion, some of it fatal. Now think of our
campaigns and elections. The digital information age means more than hyper-targeted, just-for-you messages from insurance
companies and presidential candidates alike. Big Data is on the way to fueling information environments so fine-tuned, no two of us
hold the same view of reality, and no two voters hear the same pitch. Already, citizens don’t know who to trust or what to believe –
about COVID-19 or anything else. If we ask nothing more of tech providers or digital citizens, the fog will continue to thicken.
Irritation will merge into despair and then numbness... and democracy teeters. Digital pioneer Cyrus Krohn knows the territory, and
in Bombarded: How to Fight Back Against the Online Assault on Democracy, Krohn locates the roots of our blooming political chaos
in the earliest days of the World Wide Web. But he goes beyond recounting 25 years of destabilizing Internet shock waves and his
own role in building digital culture. Krohn rolls out a provocative action plan for rescuing the American system of campaigns and
elections while there is still time. “Trying to shield yourself from disinformation and deep fakes? Cyrus Krohn offers a ‘five-step
program’ to fight back. This book rings true." —Jill Dougherty, Former CNN Moscow Bureau Chief
Events - Future, Trends, Perspectives Kim Werner 2020-04-20
Precarious Power Susan Booysen 2021-02-01 An incisive analysis of South Africa's ANC power-as party, as government, as state
South Africa's African National Congress (ANC) is in decline, its hegemony has been weakened, its legitimacy diluted. President
Cyril Ramaphosa's appointment suspended the ANC's electoral decline, it also heightened internal tensions between those who
would deepen its acquired status as corrupt and captured, and those who would remodel it as redeemable. These are the
incontrovertible knowns of South African politics; what will evolve from this is less certain. In Precarious Power, renowned political
scientist Susan Booysen uses in-depth research and analysis to distill that which is bound to shape South Africa's political future,
Booysen focuses on contradictory party politics and internal ANC dissent that is veiled for the sake of retaining an electoral
following. Also exposed is the incongruous, populist policymaking, protest politics and the use of soft law to ensure it does not
alienate angry citizens, fueling further discontent and protest. The ANC's power has become exceedingly precarious. Precarious
Power is the name of the political game, for the foreseeable future. The comprehensive analysis in Precarious Power will appeal not
only to political scientists and postgraduate students, but to all who take a keen interest in current affairs.
We Support President Trump; Why All Americans Should Too! Phillip Wells 2020-07-29 Have you wondered why over sixty million
Americans voted for President Trump? You've heard from the politicians and media. Take a journey with a Trump supporter. Phillip

Wells is not a politician, but he is astute in simplifying issues. His honest and unique insight on issues facing our country makes him
the perfect voice for these proud Americans. Whether you're a Trump supporter or not, this thought-provoking book will inform,
empower, and entertain. Phillip connects the dots on issues like socialism, immigration, health care, guns, climate change, and
taxes, and has a fascinating take on President Trump's personality! Phillip Wells-from working at a gas station to pay his way
through college in rural Arkansas, to a Walmart assistant manager, to a business owner and millionaire-Phillip is living his American
Dream!
Endless Holocausts David Michael Smith 2023-01-01 An argument against the myth of "American exceptionalism" Endless
Holocausts: Mass Death in the History of the United States Empire helps us to come to terms with what we have long suspected:
the rise of the U.S. Empire has relied upon an almost unimaginable loss of life, from its inception during the European colonial
period, to the present. And yet, in the face of a series of endless holocausts at home and abroad, the doctrine of American
exceptionalism has plagued the globe for over a century. However much the ruling class insists on U.S. superiority, we find
ourselves in the midst of a sea change. Perpetual wars, deteriorating economic conditions, the resurgence of white supremacy, and
the rise of the Far Right have led millions of people to abandon their illusions about this country. Never before have so many people
rejected or questioned traditional platitudes about the United States. In Endless Holocausts author David Michael Smith demolishes
the myth of exceptionalism by demonstrating that manifold forms of mass death, far from being unfortunate exceptions to an
otherwise benign historical record, have been indispensable in the rise of the wealthiest and most powerful imperium in the history
of the world. At the same time, Smith points to an extraordinary history of resistance by Indigenous peoples, people of African
descent, people in other nations brutalized by U.S. imperialism, workers, and democratic-minded people around the world
determined to fight for common dignity and the sake of the greater good.
Rohingya Camp Narratives Imtiaz A. Hussain 2022-05-31 This book presents thirteen chapters which probe the “tales less told” and
“pathways less traveled” in refugee camp living. Rohingya camps in Bangladesh since August 2017 supply these “tales” and
“pathways”. They dwell upon/reflect camp violence, sexual/gender discrimination, intersectionality, justice, the sudden COVID camp
entry, human security, children education, innovation, and relocation plans. Built largely upon field trips, these narratives
interestingly interweave with both theoretical threads (hypotheses) and tapestries (net-effects), feeding into the security-driven pulls
of political realism, or disseminating from humanitarian-driven socioeconomic pushes, but mostly combining them. Post-ethnic
cleansing and post-exodus windows open up a murky future for Rohingya and global refugees. We learn of positive offshoots (of
camp innovations exposing civil society relevance) and negative (like human and sex trafficking beyond Bangladeshi and Myanmar
borders), as of navigating (a) local–global linkages of every dynamic and (b) fast-moving current circumstances against stoic
historical leftovers.
We Are #Altgov Amanda Sturgill 2022-08-15 Experiencing firsthand President Trump's disregard for truth, rogue government
employees took to social media with anonymized outrage, fact-checking, and a call to action. The #ALTGOV Twitter movement

subverted official statements to remind Americans that all was not well in the White House but that there was something they could
do about it.
Lying in State Eric Alterman 2020-08-11 This definitive history of presidential lying reveals how our standards for truthfulness have
eroded -- and why Trump's lies are especially dangerous. If there's one thing we know about Donald Trump, it's that he lies. But
he's by no means the first president to do so. In Lying in State, Eric Alterman asks how we ended up with such a pathologically
dishonest commander in chief, showing that, from early on, the United States has persistently expanded its power and hegemony
on the basis of presidential lies. He also reveals the cumulative effect of this deception-each lie a president tells makes it more
acceptable for subsequent presidents to lie-and the media's complicity in spreading misinformation. Donald Trump, then, represents
not an aberration but the culmination of an age-old trend. Full of vivid historical examples and trenchant analysis, Lying in State is
essential reading for anyone seeking to understand how we arrived in this age of alternative facts.
Nile and Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam Assefa M. Melesse 2021-08-31 This book is a contribution by the presenters of the
2020 International Conference on the Nile and Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam (GERD). The Nile basin is facing unprecedented
level of water right challenges after the construction of GERD has begun. Ethiopia, Egypt and Sudan have struggled to narrow their
differences on filling and operation of the GERD. The need for science and data-based discussion for a lasting solution is crucial.
Historical perspectives, water rights, agreements, failed negotiations, and other topics related to the Nile is covered in this book.
The book covers Nile water claims past and present, international transboundary basin cooperation and water sharing, Nile water
supply and demand management, Blue Nile/Abbay and Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam, land and water degradation and
watershed management, emerging threats of the Lakes Region in the Nile Basin, and hydrologic variation and monitoring. This
book is beneficial for students, researchers, sociologists, engineers, policy makers, lawyers, water resources and environmental
managers and for the people and governments of the Nile Basin.
Digital Platform Regulation Terry Flew
Rivalry and Response Jonathan R. Stromseth 2021-02-16 Southeast Asia has become a hotbed of strategic rivalry between China
and the United States. China is asserting its influence in the region through economic statecraft and far-reaching efforts to secure
its sovereignty claims in the South China Sea, while the United States has promoted a Free and Open Indo-Pacific strategy that
explicitly challenges China’s expanding influence—warning other countries that Beijing is practicing predatory economics and
advancing governance concepts associated with rising authoritarianism in the region. In this timely volume, leading experts from
Southeast Asia, Australia, and the United States assess these great power dynamics by examining the strategic landscape,
domestic governance trends, and economic challenges in Southeast Asia, with the latter focusing especially on infrastructure.
Among other findings, the authors express concern that U.S. policy has become too concentrated on defense and security, to the
detriment of diplomacy and development, allowing China to fill the soft power vacuum and capture the narrative through its
signature Belt and Road Initiative. The COVID-19 pandemic has only increased the policy challenges for Washington as China

recovers faster from the outbreak, reinforcing its already advantaged economic position and advancing its strategic goals as a
result. As the Biden administration begins to formulate its strategy for the region, it would do well to consider these findings and the
related policy recommendations that appear in this volume. Much is at stake for U.S. foreign policy and American interests.
Southeast Asia includes two U.S. allies—Thailand and the Philippines—important security partners like Singapore, and key
emerging partners such as Vietnam and Indonesia. Almost 42,000 U.S. companies export to the 10 countries that comprise the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), supporting about 600,000 jobs in the United States, but America’s economic
standing is increasingly at risk.
Divided We Stand Andrew E Busch 2021-03-15 Continuing a R&L tradition now entering its fourth decade, this book provides the
most comprehensive and authoritative account of the national 2020 election, including the presidential nomination process and
general election, and congressional and state elections. Andrew E. Busch and John J. Pitney Jr. revisit the campaigns and results
through the short lens of politics today and the long lens of American political history. With its keen insights into the issues and
events that drove the 2020 elections, Divided We Stand: The 2020 Elections and American Politics will be an invaluable resource
for students and all political observers seeking to understand a historic election that will continue to resonate throughout American
politics for many years to come.
On Repentance And Repair Danya Ruttenberg 2022-09-13 A crucial new lens on repentance, atonement, forgiveness, and repair
from harm—from personal transgressions to our culture’s most painful and unresolved issues American culture focuses on letting
go of grudges and redemption narratives instead of the perpetrator’s obligations or recompense for harmed parties. As survivor
communities have pointed out, these emphases have too often only caused more harm. But Danya Ruttenberg knew there was a
better model, rooted in the work of the medieval philosopher Maimonides. For Maimonides, upon whose work Ruttenberg
elaborates, forgiveness is much less important than the repair work to which the person who caused harm is obligated. The word
traditionally translated as repentance really means something more like return, and in this book, returning is a restoration, as much
as is possible, to the victim, and, for the perpetrator of harm, a coming back, in humility and intentionality, to behaving as the person
we might like to believe we are. Maimonides laid out five steps: naming and owning harm; starting to change/transformation;
restitution and accepting consequences; apology; and making different choices. Applying this lens to both our personal
relationships and some of the most significant and painful issues of our day, including systemic racism and the legacy of
enslavement, sexual violence and harassment in the wake of #MeToo, and Native American land rights, On Repentance and
Repair helps us envision a way forward. Rooted in traditional Jewish concepts while doggedly accessible and available to people
from any, or no, religious background, On Repentance and Repair is a book for anyone who cares about creating a country and
culture that is more whole than the one in which we live, and for anyone who has been hurt or who is struggling to take
responsibility for their mistakes.
MY JOB Gen Z Suzanne Skees 2021-04-16 Nonfiction business/career studies, sociology of work, real-life vignettes of young

people at work along with how-tos for job hunting and career building. MY JOB Gen Z: --provides hope and help to young adults
launching careers during a pandemic and recession, --defines the unique qualities of Generation Z based on field research and our
survey, --profiles ""ordinary"" and famous Gen Zers striving toward and succeeding in their dream jobs, and --offers resources on
how to identify your skills, apply for internships and jobs, negotiate terms and salary, work remotely, and forge ahead with your
dream job in a fast-changing world. MY JOB Gen Z, written by and for Generation Z (born in and after 1995), combines research
into the unique experiences and qualities of this rising generation with the results of our own global survey. We compare what the
""data"" say about Gen Z with who YOU say you are, including an array of real-life profiles of ordinary Gen Zers--how they feel
about work, what they want most from their careers, and the challenges they encounter along the way. We spotlight famous Gen
Zers who've already had impact on society, built companies, and made millions--and reveal what drives them to succeed. Then we
guide you through best practices for creating your own resume and professional profile, applying for internships and jobs,
conducting online and in-person interviews, discerning your valuable skillset and pursuing your own dream job. The real-life
examples and pragmatic advice offered in MY JOB Gen Z will convince you that you are not alone, in an often-challenging and
isolating world. It will leave you inspired by your peers doing amazing things and motivated to pursue your own dream job. Book
Review 1: "A collection of intimate interviews with people regarding the personal, familial, cultural, and geographic factors in their
working lives. Inspired by Studs Terkel’s Working (1974), which profiled ordinary American workers, editor Skees (God Among the
Shakers, 1998) takes the concept global. Six of her 16 subjects live in the United States, including a slack-key guitarist in Honolulu,
an architect in Cincinnati, and a recruiter/headhunter in Tampa, Florida. The rest are on other continents, including a coffee farmer
in Nicaragua, a Masai warrior in Tanzania, a married couple running an eco-friendly factory in India, a rickshaw puller in
Bangladesh, and a private equity manager in Hong Kong. Skees organizes the material into five sections (“Entrepreneurship,”
“Industry and Transportation,” “Farming, Food, and Animals,” “Finance and Technology,” and “Music & Arts”), but each first-person
account stands on its own, and they can be read in any order. A map, photograph, and editor’s note introduce each, and footnotes
supplement the text. Skees nimbly maintains a consistent narrative flow, with none of the readability problems that are common in
transcriptions. Whereas Terkel packed a great many workers into his book, Skees gives her subjects more space to muse, digress,
and occasionally contradict themselves. The results are highly personal, often poignant, sometimes gritty, and routinely
granular—perhaps more than some readers may expect, or even desire. The editor sets out to demonstrate that “our job = our self.”
But such detailed portraits also reveal that formula’s commutative property—how personal preferences, chance, circumstances, and
location shape each person’s job choice and performance. Skees is a nonprofit international development specialist, and doing
work that contributes to the greater good emerges as a strong theme. As a result, this is a small, and perhaps skewed, sample of
the world’s workforce (although a second volume is forthcoming), but it will inspire readers by showcasing workers across diverse
industries, income levels, countries, and cultures expressing how they find meaning in their work beyond earning money. A
vocational and sociological travelogue that readers will find to be time well spent." -- Kirkus Book Review 2: "Book 2 of the series,

MY JOB: REAL PEOPLE AT WORK AROUND THE WORLD, features fifteen true stories by professionals in the North America, the
Caribbean, Central America, Southeast Asia, the U.K., and Africa, in such fields as addiction recovery, agribusiness, college
admissions, ecotourism, and diplomacy. Each narrator begins by outlining what it's really like to do their job and ends up revealing
their innermost traumas and dreams. More than a virtual travel guide to villages, farms, and cities around the world, MY JOB Book 2
documents the nitty-gritty reality of each occupation, and highlights unique cultures and experiences, yet illustrates how much we
have in common through our shared human experience of work. BookLife Prize - 2019 Plot/Idea: 10 out of 10 Originality: 9 out of 10
Prose: 8 out of 10 Character/Execution: 8 out of 10 Overall: 8.75 out of 10 Assessment: Idea/Concept: "The stories of our jobs
become the stories of our lives," writes Suzanne Skees in her introduction to this second volume in her "My Job" series. Skees's
project surveys the on-the-ground truth of what work is like right now, around the world, as the dynamics of labor are upended by
automation and contract work. Skees demonstrates her acumen as a curator and editor -- gathering a diverse roster of workers to
tell their stories -- and as a listener. She invites her subjects to discuss their careers, their hopes, their disappointments, and the
changes they've seen at length, all with disarming frankness. Her subjects include a nursing student in Honduras; an environmental
activist in American coal country; a banana farmer in Uganda; a college admissions counselor in Rwanda; and a "fringe diplomat" in
Tel Aviv. Few books dig so deeply into life as it's actually lived, with such unsparing intimacy. Prose: Skees's own prose is sharp,
clear, and purposeful, but outside of introductions and some notes, most of the book come straight from the mouths of her subjects
through first person monologue. Skees breaks the chapters up into short labeled sections. This is helpful for skimmers, but the
shortness of the individual sections gives the chapters a stop-and-start feeling, impeding narrative momentum. Originality: This isn't
the first book to survey workers in their own words about work, nor even the first one by Skees to do so, but the author has selected
a fresh, fascinating cross section of people to reveal truths about the world and this current moment. Execution: The book offers
insights, wisdom, challenges to orthodox thinking, and some arresting first-person storytelling. It's both eye-opening and a pleasure
to learn about the day-to-day work of a Zambian "mobile-money agent" and to discover how that work is vital to a population outside
of the banking system. That said, the narrators' individual voices sound somewhat similar to each other, and the speakers too rarely
offer up surprising or engaging anecdotes. The emphasis here is strongly on the work itself, and the sociopolitical context that
created the opportunity for such work. There's great value in capturing that, but the book might prove more enticing for general
audiences with a greater emphasis on voice and storytelling." -- Booklife/Publisher's Weekly
INCEESS 2020 Putri Anggun Sari 2021-01-18 InCEESS is an international conference hosted by Pelita Bangsa University. This
conference is arranged to become an annual conference making room for scholars and practitioners in the area of Engineering,
ICT, Management, and all research in Social Science and Humanities to share their thoughts, knowledge, and recent researches in
the field of study (https://inceess.pelitabangsa.ac.id/).
Cyclones in Southern Africa Godwell Nhamo 2021-05-24 There is evidence that the world has been witnessing more intense
tropical cyclones. Accompanying these tropical cyclones are heightened levels of devastation that witness the loss of human life

and wildlife, destruction of natural resources and property and the disruption of major economic and social activities. To this end,
there is a growing demand for publications focusing on tropical cyclones at various levels that include regional, national and local
levels, especially from Africa. One sub-region that has been witnessing the harsh realities of the increasing intensity of tropical
cyclones in southern Africa. However, within this region, countries are usually impacted at varying degrees of damage. Among the
countries that usually encounter the harshness of these tropical cyclones are the Comoros, Botswana, Madagascar, Mauritius,
Malawi, Mozambique, Reunion, the Seychelles, South Africa and Zimbabwe. From the history books, the following tropical cyclones
made landfall and hit southern Africa: Eline (2000), Favio (2007), Dineo (2017), Idai (2019), Kenneth (2019), Eliose (2021), and
Chalane (2020). Although all these tropical cyclones had negative impacts, it is undoubtedly Tropical Cyclone Idai that shocked the
world with its devastation mainly in Mozambique, Malawi and Zimbabwe in March 2019. Key infrastructure was destroyed,
livelihoods were lost, and the environment was degraded. Thousands of people died, many more were injured, many remain
unaccounted for and others remained homeless as of the time of finalising this book in February 2021. This book, therefore focuses
on the devastating impacts of Tropical Cyclone Idai in Zimbabwe. The book interfaces Tropical Cyclone Idai’s impacts with the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development and some of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). This linkage was deliberate
given that there is still time remaining until 2030, and the world has generally agreed to move into the future along the pathways of
sustainable development and sustainability. The book adds to the first comprehensive profiling of the impacts of tropical cyclones
on southern African economies, particularly that of Zimbabwe. It also comes up as the first in a three-volume series. The other
volumes to look out for are Cyclones in Southern Africa Vol 2: Foundational and Fundamental Topics; and Cyclones in Southern
Africa Vol 3: Implications for the Sustainable Development Goals. To this end, this book is suitable as a read for several
professionals and disciplines such as tourism and hospitality studies, economics, sustainable development, development studies,
environmental sciences, arts, geography, life sciences, politics, planning and public health.
Turkey's Changing Transatlantic Relations Eda Ku?ku Sönmez 2021-02-15 The effect of the transatlantic connection on Turkey's
regional affairs cannot be understood through a narrow perspective. It needs to be studied with reference to diverse elements such
as the domestic interests, worldviews and ideas of the decision makers, on top of all the structural factors at the global political
arena.
No Way to Treat a Child Naomi Schaefer Riley 2021-10-05 Kids in danger are treated instrumentally to promote the rehabilitation of
their parents, the welfare of their communities, and the social justice of their race and tribe—all with the inevitable result that their
most precious developmental years are lost in bureaucratic and judicial red tape. It is time to stop letting efforts to fix the child
welfare system get derailed by activists who are concerned with race-matching, blood ties, and the abstract demands of social
justice, and start asking the most important question: Where are the emotionally and financially stable, loving, and permanent
homes where these kids can thrive? “Naomi Riley’s book reveals the extent to which abused and abandoned children are often
injured by their government rescuers. It is a must-read for those seeking solutions to this national crisis.” —Robert L. Woodson, Sr.,

civil rights leader and president of the Woodson Center “Everyone interested in child welfare should grapple with Naomi Riley’s
powerful evidence that the current system ill-serves the safety and well-being of vulnerable kids.” —Walter Olson, senior fellow,
Cato Institute, Robert A. Levy Center for Constitutional Studies
Becoming Artificial Danial Sonik 2020-11-24 Becoming Artificial is a collection of essays about the nature of humanity, technology,
artifice, and the irreducible connections between them. Artificial Intelligence (AI) was once the stuff of pure fantasy. Ideas about
machines that could think seemed as plausible as space travel or inexpensive communication technology. The last two decades
have introduced a number of game-changing innovations that make discussion of AI no longer a mere armchair speculation, but
rather a serious topic of debate for everyone who will be affected, from policy makers to an increasingly displaced workforce. The
growth in power of AI algorithms and systems has sparked many thought-provoking questions: Is there something fundamental to
being human or are humans simply biological computers? Will AI continue to assist us or eventually enslave us? Can self-driving
cars be legally responsible for their actions? And most importantly, how can we chart a path for AI that ensures a humane and
beneficial future for society?
The Challenge of Democracy: American Government in Global Politics Kenneth Janda 2021-01-01 Thoroughly updated through the
2020 election, Janda/Berry/Goldman/Schildkraut/Manna's THE CHALLENGE OF DEMOCRACY: AMERICAN GOVERNMENT IN
GLOBAL POLITICS, 15th edition, explores how the clash of values surrounding freedom, order and equality characterize U.S.
politics. It illustrates tensions between majoritarian and pluralist views of democracy across the political landscape and examines
how U.S. political institutions and outputs compare to those in other countries. It also highlights the fragility of American democracy,
the importance of norms in shaping how provisions of the Constitution work in practice and the ways that white supremacy have
influenced political outcomes. New coverage includes the Trump administration, the COVID-19 pandemic, the rise of fake news,
debates about healthcare reform, the impact of social media on political activity, gun control, immigration politics, and more.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
A President's Daily Brief: Years 1-4 Micah Fisher-Kirshner
What was daily life under the Trump presidency really like?
An accessible ebook with short, thematic entries showing the corruption of the entire Trump presidency, A President’s Daily Brief,
Year 1-4: The Day-by-Day Lurch of Trump’s Norm-Breaking Presidency is the full volume of Micah Fisher-Kirshner’s series,
representing the four years of Trump’s time in power and the subversion that occurred. More than a compiled list of significant
events that portray Trump as the most corrupt American president, this digestible and scannable read of in-the-moment posts pulled
from news outlets and credible sources provides an intimate look at how the administration went about breaking the presidential

norms on a daily basis. Readers also will have access to citations to fact-check claims.
This quick read on a Trump presidency that started off with outrage and graduated to righteous indignation is a must-have for those
who enjoy history, politics, and government or simply want to read about the most notorious presidency in history.
To Be A Water Protector Winona LaDuke 2020-12-01T00:00:00Z Winona LaDuke is a leader in cultural-based sustainable
development strategies, renewable energy, sustainable food systems and Indigenous rights. Her new book, To Be a Water
Protector: Rise of the Wiindigoo Slayers, is an expansive, provocative engagement with issues that have been central to her many
years of activism. LaDuke honours Mother Earth and her teachings while detailing global, Indigenous-led opposition to the
enslavement and exploitation of the land and water. She discusses several elements of a New Green Economy and outlines the
lessons we can take from activists outside the US and Canada. In her unique way of storytelling, Winona LaDuke is inspiring,
always a teacher and an utterly fearless activist, writer and speaker. Winona LaDuke is an Anishinaabekwe (Ojibwe) enrolled
member of the Mississippi Band Anishinaabeg who lives and works on the White Earth Reservation in Northern Minnesota. She is
executive director of Honor the Earth, a national Native advocacy and environmental organization. Her work at the White Earth
Land Recovery Project spans thirty years of legal, policy and community development work, including the creation of one of the first
tribal land trusts in the country. LaDuke has testified at the United Nations, US Congress and state hearings and is an expert
witness on economics and the environment. She is the author of numerous acclaimed articles and books.
The N-Word in Music Todd M. Mealy 2022-05-04 The minstrelsy play, song, and dance "Jump, Jim Crow" did more than enable
blackface performers to spread racist stereotypes about Black Americans. This widespread antebellum-era cultural phenomenon
was instrumental in normalizing the N-word across several aspects of American life. Material culture, sporting culture, consumer
products, house-pets, carnival games and even geographic landmarks obtained the racial slur as a formal and informal appellation.
Music, it is argued, was the catalyst for normalizing and disseminating those two ugly syllables throughout society, well beyond the
environs of plantation and urban slavery. This weighty and engaging look at the English language's most explosive slur, described
by scholars as the "atomic bomb" of bigoted words, traces the N-word's journey through various music genres and across
generations. The author uses private letters, newspaper accounts, exclusive interviews and, most importantly, music lyrics from
artists in the fields of minstrelsy, folk, country, ragtime, blues, jazz, rock 'n' roll and hip hop. The result is a reflective account of how
the music industry has channeled linguistic and cultural movements across eras, resulting in changes to the slur's meaning and
spelling.
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